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Institutional excellence in higher education is the aggregate of the best practices followed in

different areas of institutional performance. Acquisition of quality and excellence is the greatest

challenge faced by all higher education institutions. Best practices, the practices which add

commendable value to an institution and its various stakeholders, are considered as reliable

benchmarks or standards of quality. The best institutions are those which widely use them.

The National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) is advocating the best practices

benchmarking approach for quality enhancement in higher education. The best practices as

benchmarks help institutions to find their anchor for self-improvement. The said symposium sets

the stage for a discussion on the identification, sustenance, dissemination and adaptation of best

practices and their transference from one system to the other.

The Symposium would help identify benchmarks and also concrete instances of proven quality-

facilitative outcomes. Rather than merely compiling the best practices as stated by the HEIs, the

NAAC would like them to be shared which would add commendable value to its functioning and

provide evidence for the success of the practice. The said symposium is expected to facilitate the

realization of that aspiration.

The Symposium hopes to stimulate the academic environment by providing a platform for

discussion on Best Practices of accredited institutions and thereby effecting a transfer of the same

for the mutual benefit of all. We look forward for your active participation in the symposium.

IQAC Coordinators, Members of IQACs, Principals and Vice-Principals are invited to this event.



Participants will present a best practice/s established by their respective institutions, in the
format prescribed by NAAC; duration not to exceed 15 minutes.
Selected Best Practices will be published in a book (with ISBN number) to be released by
the IQAC, in June, 2018.

Programme Details

Monday, 26th March, 2018; 
11.00 a.m. to 1.45 p.m. – presentations with tea break 
1.45 p.m.: Closing and lunch 

Kindly confirm your participation by email (pcacsiqac@mes.ac.in) to:

Convenor: Dr. Aarti Sukheja Coordinator, IQAC (9930186306)  
Co-Convenor: Prof. Bhavana Parab, Co- Coordinator, IQAC (9920230307)
Vice Principal: Prof. Deepika Sharma, Pillai College of Arts, Commerce & Science 
(9324112157)

Chairperson:
Dr. Gajanan Wader, I/c Principal, Pillai College of Arts, Commerce & Science (9892061548)


